
Gamo Roadster IGT 10x Gen3i
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-4064-Gamo-Roadster-IGT-10x-Gen3i

SKU Designation French Law MSRP

G6766
Gamo Charger GEN3 cal

4.5mm 
Vente libre 20.00 € incl. tax

Gamo air rifle 10 shots with flat magazine and sights!
The Gamo Roadster incorporates the new 10-shot system with automatic reloading by rocking barrel. The
new 10x magazine is lighter and more discreet: flat it leaves the open sights open!

In addition, the Roadster 10x is a concentrate of the latest Gamo technologies:

10x magazine: rapid fire without recharging
SWA ™: butt plate with hardness adaptable to the shooter
RRR ™: recoil-absorbing bezel attachment
CAT ™: humpback trigger with adjustable starting strokes
Whisper Fusion ™: quieter dual compartment sound moderator.
IGT ™: Gas cylinder which replaces the spring for hyper regular shots.

Rifle delivered with 1 10x magazines.

The incredible Gamo Roadster IGT 10X GEN3i has arrived, featuring for the first time a latest generation
Whisper Fusion suppressor, Gamo's powerhouse inert gas technology, a new ergonomic synthetic thumb grip
and new technology 10x GEN 2 patent pending. This new multi-shot system features our industry-leading
horizontal magazine, making it lighter, 25% more compact and more discreet with the inclusion of open
sights, allowing for range-free shooting.

Your choice: With this new reloading system, the user can forget about using a rifle scope, shooting with
open sights if desired. Additionally, it allows the user to set standard frames, making it compatible with other
Gamo glasses.

Improved compactness and lightness: the 10X GEN2 Multishot system was developed considering that a rifle
must not only be powerful, but also maneuverable, comfortable and ergonomic, so this new magazine has
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been optimized to offer more in less space.

Aesthetics and design: The new generation of Gamo rifles has been designed according to the latest market
trends, always maintaining an excellent compromise between usability, ergonomics and design.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


